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Why more hate groups target college campuses
In 1943, the U.S. War Department produced a 17-minute educational short titled “Don’t Be a Sucker.” The
film portrays the rise of Nazism in Germany and alerts
Americans against repeating the mistakes of intolerance made by the Nazis. It stresses that Americans
will lose their country if they let themselves be turned
into "suckers" by fanaticism and hatred. The film was
produced to make the case for the desegregation of the
United States armed forces by revealing the connection between prejudice and fascism.
The film became “viral” on YouTube after the events
at Charlottesville, Va., because it teaches how to recognize and reject the propaganda used by the Nazis
to promote to bigotry and intimidation. It shows how
prejudice can be used to divide a nation to gain power
but how such tactics can be neutralized by friendly
persuasion and that protection of liberty is a unifying
and practical way to live peacefully.
That hate groups chose the college town for the
University of Virginia for their marches last August
11 and 12, is not surprising. The statue of the Robert
E. Lee -at the center of the controversy- (located in
Emancipation Park originally known as Lee Park),
was erected in 1924 when the park was for whites
only. This has been a location traditionally used to
demonstrate “confederate pride.” Further, in 1921, the
KKK paid homage to the university that would go on
to educate some of white supremacy’s modern leaders
by making a gift of $1,000. But there is an even more
important reason why hate groups are choosing state
universities for their purposes: confrontation.
To understand that we must realize what their tactics and how they mirror the ones by the Nazis. These
tactics can be summarized as follows: First, stage a
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very showy act that leads to physical confrontation.
That is what the Nazis did during their ascension to
power when battling communists and others in the
streets of Germany. That gave the impression that they
were very powerful and big.
Second, look well-organized and disciplined.
Although the hate groups that showed up at
Charlottesville did not wear the brown shirts of the
SA (Sturmabteilung, or Storm Troopers, the paramilitary wing of the Nazi party), they wore khaki pants
(which are brown) and white Polo shirts. We need to
remember that Hugo Boss made its fortune by manufacturing uniforms for the Nazis. From one brand
name to another.
Third, use chants that will resonate with bigots.
Members of these hate groups were chanting Blut
und Boden (blood and soil), a nineteenth century
German idealization of a racially defined national
body ("blood") united with a settlement area ("soil").
They were also chanting "Jews will not replace us."
The SA played the main role in the Kristallnacht or
Night of the Broken Glass of 9-10 November 1938
when 91 Jews were murdered together with widespread destruction of synagogues, Jewish businesses,
and buildings.
Also, the hate groups at Charlottesville marched
during the night of August 11 carrying torches. SA
used torches at their night marches for visual effect to
intimidate their enemies. The hate groups in Virginia

were carrying Tiki torches that because of being
inspired by Polynesian culture it is hard to image
having any connection with Aryan traditions. The
manufacturer later stated “Tiki Brand is not associated in any way with the events that took place in
Charlottesville and are deeply saddened and disappointed. We do not support their message or the use
of our products in this way.”
Finally, generate violence. Not only it is a very
intimidating act but also by having one of your own
killed you can use that as a propaganda tool by portraying martyrdom. In 1930 Horst Wessel, a SA member, was killed by communists after which he became
a major propaganda symbol and the lyrics he wrote for
a song (later known as Horst-Wessel-Lied or “Horst
Wessel Song”) became the official anthem for the Nazi
party. Something similar was used by the Nazis after
the Beer Hall Putsch of 1923 when 16 Nazis were killed
while trying the seize power in Munich after which
Hitler was brought up to national attention. The Nazis
later built a shrine in Munich to commemorate those
“martyrs.”
But how about universities? These hate groups have
tried to provoke violence by going to the places they
consider as “liberal nests” (colleges and universities)
to provoke physical clashes with people more likely
to fall into the trap of engaging into street fights with
hate groups. Also, they see universities as places
where they can demonstrate their anti-intellectualism.
When the Nazis took power they not only expelled
Jews and non-conservative intellectuals from positions
in academia, but also engaged in the burning of books
of university libraries. As Joseph Goebbels harangued
in 1933 during a radio broadcast from Berlin’s opera

square, one of the places where book burning ceremonies took place, “The German man of the future shall
not be a man of books, but a man of will.”
Hate groups today are following, step by step,
the Nazi playbook in order to achieve notoriety and
dreaming of conquering power. T
hey felt emboldened after the elections of last
November and their websites are reeling with joy on
what they see as supporting statements from the president of the United States. After all, this is a man who,
according to her former wife Ivana Trump, kept in a
cabinet by his bed a copy of “My New Order,” Hitler’s
collected speeches.
If you think all this should not concern you, remember the words of the Lutheran pastor Martin Niemöller
(an early supporter of the Nazis who later spent years
in a concentration camp because of his opposition to
Hitler):
“First, they came for the Socialists, and I did not
speak out—
Because I was not a Socialist.
Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did
not speak out—
Because I was not a Trade Unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak
out—
Because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was no one left
to speak for me.”
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences at Baruch College-CUNY.
He can be contacted through his website at: http://www.
aromerojr.net
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Criterium
The Pedal and Paint Art Tent was a popular spot for kids on Saturday at TheBank of Edwardsville Rotary Criterium. Hosted by
First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust and the Edwardsville Art Center, kids were able to create a piece of artwork with a bicycle theme
and then bring it home.

The funds that are being requested will go towards promoting
the event through advertising. Last year, the EAF utilized National
Public Radio (NPR).
Williams said EAF intends to reach out for advertising outside of
the Edwardsville area to attract St. Louis and other nearby cities to
attend the event.
“Last year they did a lot of advertising on NPR. This is going to
expand this year. Hopefully we have a better response,” he said.
The Tourism Grant Program awards funds to projects or events
that promote Edwardsville’s economy through the development and
enhancement of the city’s tourism industry. The EAF has received
tourism funds in the past as well, as it features local artists, local
businesses and promotes local hotel stays.
To receive tourism funds, there are requirements the event or
program must meet beforehand. The applicant must be a non-profit
organization, include the City of Edwardsville in advertisements
and display the Experience Edwardsville app logo, submit evidence
of all required payments and submit all receipts, project budget
recap and ancillary supporting documentation to the city within 60
days from the last day of the event.
The funds can be used for advertising and promotional campaigns,
printing and distribution of promotional pieces, creating a website
linked to the city’s website, and operating expenditures. They can’t
be used for prize money, scholarships, awards, travel expenses, private entertainment, salaries or supplements to salaries, etc.
All requests are then reviewed by the Finance Committee before
seeking Council approval.
As discussion came to a close, Edwardsville Mayor Hal Patton
called the roll.
All seven aldermen were in approval and the motion passed unanimously.
For more information about tourism grant fund requests, visit the
city’s website at www.cityofedwardsville.com.

Wind power line rejected in Missouri COUNTY
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) — Missouri utility
regulators on Wednesday rejected a proposed
high-voltage power line to carry wind power
across the Midwest to eastern states, delivering
a significant setback to developers of one of the
nation's longest transmission lines.
The decision marked the second time in a little
over two years that the Missouri Public Service
Commission has denied a request from Clean
Line Energy Partners to build its power line
through the state after a lengthy review process.
The 780-mile-long line would run from wind
farms in western Kansas through Missouri and
Illinois to Indiana, where it would connect with a
power grid for eastern states. All the other states
along its route already have granted approval to
the $2.3 billion project.
Most members of Missouri's regulatory panel
said they, too, wanted to approve the high-profile project but felt compelled to vote against it
because of a recent state appeals court ruling. The
judges in that case said utilities must first get the
consent of counties to string a power line across
roads before state approval can be granted. Clean

Line lacks approval from several Missouri counties where its line is opposed by local residents.
It's not clear whether Missouri's decision will
kill the project.
The Houston-based wind energy company
could appeal the denial in court. It could
try to win support from counties and apply
again to Missouri regulators. Or it could
attempt to circumvent Missouri by seeking
federal approval to build the line through the
state, as it did for an Oklahoma-to-Tennessee
power line after Arkansas regulators ruled
against it in 2011.
Clean Line executives said Wednesday that
they were weighing their options for the Grain
Belt Express power line, though they acknowledged that the "legal and regulatory conundrum"
could add many months or years to the project if
they decide to keep trying.
"We absolutely want to do the project," said
Mark Lawlor, development director for Grain
Belt Express. But he added: "Unfortunately, the
message that we're getting from Missouri is that
investments of these kind might be better spent

in other places."
The rejected power line highlights one of the
largest challenges for renewable energy developers in the U.S. Although converting wind and sun
into electricity is increasingly affordable, it can
be hard to get the regulatory and legal approval
needed to transmit the power from remote areas
where it's produced to the places where it's most
needed.
Other large-scale renewable energy projects
in the Midwest, South and West also have faced
denials or delays in transmission line approvals
from federal and state regulators and courts.
Opponents of the Grain Belt Express power
line rejoiced Wednesday, even though the fight
could continue.
"They're done at this point. We won. They can't
build the line," said Paul Agathen, an attorney for
the Missouri Landowners Alliance. "So it's up to
them as to what steps, if any, they take."
Missouri regulators initially rejected the project
in July 2015, while determining it had little benefit for Missouri consumers and citing the burden
on landowners in its path.
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The MESD board, she said, has been able to accomplish a lot recently.
Trees have been removed from drainage ditches and the lake has
been lowered.
But the problems have also been many. Several full-time employees
have been laid off recently and others have been relegated to seasonal
employees.
“The decision to lay people off was made hastily,” she said
Thursday morning. “I believe they are needed, and they were always
needed.”
Hawkins says she contacted U.S. Senators Dick Durbin and Tammy
Duckworth, and U.S. Rep. Rodney Davis, to see whether funding can
be found that might restore the layoffs.
Each of them, she added “said they would see what could be done.”
Hawkins is also trying to secure funding for a new pump station at
Cahokia Creek Canal.
The station, she was told, has been pumping at 54 percent of capacity. Its location is less than a mile north of the McKinley Bridge.
“If that goes out, we wouldn’t be safe in Nameoki Township,” she
said.
In other news, the Madison County Board also approved Anthony
Fuhrman as Director of Employment and Training, and Joey
Petrokovich to complete the three-year term of Rich Schardan, who
has resigned.

HABITAT
Wheeling around
If it had wheels, it had a
place at Sunday's D.A.R.E.
Car Show as evidenced by
this display by the Gateway
Coasters bicycle club. In addition to the rolling stock, the
event also featured bounce
houses in the EHS gym for
children, performances by
the Edwardsville High School
Dance Team and a concert,
performed indoors, by the
YMCA's 60s chicks. Photo by
Bill Tucker.
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“It’s a great organization and we’ve very blessed to have volunteers serving that capacity. It’s just a good program to get people
into a home for a reasonable amount and money that they contribute
to the program just gets paid forward to another project,” Patton
said.
Patton called for the role and all seven aldermen were in favor of
its approval.
The resolution passed unanimously.
For more information about Lewis and Clark’s Habitat for
Humanity, visit its website at www.lchabitat.org.
In other business, Council also approved two Class F Special
Use Liquor Licenses for Recess Brewing for “Ben’s Bash,” held on
Saturday, Sept. 9 and for SIUE’s Homecoming on Saturday, Oct. 7.
A Class E Liquor License was approved as well for the Edwardsville
Art Fair to be held at City Park on Sept. 22 – 24.
All licenses were approved unanimously.
The next Edwardsville City Council meeting will take place at 7
p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 5 at City Hall in the Council Chambers.
All meetings are open to the public.
For more information, visit the city’s website at www.cityofedwardsville.com.

